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Using current algebras and soft pion tpchniqucs, several attempts have been 
I 

made during the past few years to relate the Kn decay form factors to the 
: 3 

Kn 
2 

decay’ as well as the K 
I4 

form factors to K 
p3 

and K 
l2 

decays. 2 It has been 

customary in these calculations to assume that, except for possible explicit pole . 

terms, both the Kn and K1 form factors have small percentage variations from 
3 4 

their values in the physical region to their respective values at the extrapolated 

points where the soft pion theorems apply (smoothness property). In addition, the 

very strong assumption is made2 
* 

in K decays that the so -called cr-commutatoqs 
l4 

dW4tx - Y) = [A;(x), apA; (Y)] WQ, - yi) are either zero,or carry no iso‘spin, 
/ . 

’ zero component so that they do not affect the K 
I4 

decay. ’ Sinze the vanishing of 

the a-commutator implies the conservation of the pionic. type axial currents ,3 ’ -1 
I * 

which is not assumed, and since models which yield non-zero o-terms have them 
l 

with zero isospin, the conclusions based on the o-term assumptidn must be modified. 

In this note we,show that to proceed to the soft pion limit simultaneously in both : 

pions for the Km decay is inconsistent with the nonvanishing of the contribution of 
4 

the. &-commutators. Our results do not affect the Weinberg2 calculation of F1 

and F 2 which are the pcrtinent’quantities for the K 
p4 

decay rate and which is in _, 
_. 

reasonably good agreement with experiment. However, the equations given by 
. 

Weinberg2 from which IT3 is deduced are not valid when the contribution from the 

cr-commu’tator is nonvanishing. We give alternative conditions for F3 and show that : 
. . 

the parameter $ = F-/F+ of Kp decay takes the value s = - 1 and is approxi- 
3 

mately constant throughout the physical region of Km decay.’ . 
3 

Following the notation of Weinberg’ we write the vector and axial current 

matrix elements arising in K+----n 0 + e (JA+) Y 

1 

J[ 
y- .+ F (K+ P)~ + F-(K -pb 

I 
= < To 

- I.- 

b . 
+ -I- --I- r; 

and K--nne v respedtively as ’ ,” 



I 

and 

im i1 F1@+q)tr + F2(p - q)P + F3(K-p -q)rl K+ > &) . 
where in K K and p arc the kaon and pion momentum and in 

PQI 
Ka , K ,p,q are 

4 
the kaon, positive pion, and negative pion momenta, respectively. For Kn decay 

3 
the form factors are functions of the three independent invariants K2., p2, K l p, 

F,(K2, p2, pa K) and for K 
I4 

decay F1 2 3 = F1 2 3 (K2,p2,q2W% p-0 The 
, , , 3 

smoothness property in pion variables would require these form factors to be - 

essentially constant (unless an explicit pole term is present) in the variables p2, 

q2, K * p , I(* q, pa q when extrapoktin g from the physical region to a region where 

either p or q = 0 or where they are small enough to keep only first order terms 

in ‘p and q. 

’ . 

Callan and Treiman’ considered the problem of K 

-0 and q2 2 I4 
decay in the limit where 

first p =m ~ and secondly where q -0, p2 = m2.’ 
7T Applying these 

two limits and using the usuai chiral SU3 @ sTJ3 algebra of currents they showed 

that the following two sets of equations must be satisfied: 

O,li*p,O,O) + F~(m$m~,O,K.p,O,O) = 2C E.+(m~,m~,‘K*p) (la) 

F3 (m$mt ,O,K.p, 0,O) = c /F+(mi,mE,K*p) + F-(m~,m~,K’p)} (lb) . 

and 

Fl (m~,O,m~,O,J-Qq,O) = F2 (m~,O,m~,O,K*q,O) Pa) 

‘2 F3 mK,O,mt,O,K.q,O ( = 0 
, 

where C = mK/Fr and FT is the usual couplin, m constant of x-d@cny. Weinberg2 
, 

has shown that if the o-commutators vanish or do not contribute to K 
l4 

decay then 

-2 - 
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we have in addition to the nbovc equations in the limit of both p and q- 0’ and 

according to the order of limit 
. . .’ 

: 

&,p2,q2,K.p,I!?*q,p.q = -m,F,/Ft 
> 

, @a) 

and 

lim lim 
q --0 p-+0 

F3(mi,p2,q2,Kdp,KSq,p.q = 0 ‘, 
> w 

The different values in the two limits supposedly come about because of the 

one K-meson intermediate state which contributes to a pole in F3 in the limit when 

both p and q vanish, thus providing for a rapidly varying function at this double 

. limit. The actual value of F3 in the two limits depends on the residue at the pole 

. which Weinberg takes as the current algebra result neglecting the possible contribu- 
.* 

’ ‘tion of the cr-commutator. This residue depends on the pion momenta in such a 

manner that F3 does not blow up at the double limit and reaches the values given 

in (3a) and (3b). . . 

However, if th_e contribution of the cr commutator is nonvanishins the limits 

indicated in (3a) and (3b) are not permitted since the residue at the pole is now non- 

zero. Thus Eqs. (nn>ancl (3b) do not follow and in fact F3 will bc infinite when q ---m-p 

and p both appronch zero. Therefore, in the presence of n&vanishing CJ com- 

mutators, Eqs. (lb) and (2b) cannot be continued in their respective arguments 

to the q and p -0 limit. 

We now attempt to satisfy Eqs. (la), (lb), (2a), and (2b) which are indepcnd- 

ent of any statements about cr commutators by simple assumptions, 1. e. , F1 and , 

, F2 are approximately constant and F3 is given by the sum of a pole term plus a 

constant: F3 = TKn/ m2 
[ K -(K-p-q+b, where T Kn is proportional to the Kn 

elastic sea tteri’ng amplitude. If TKn is evaIuated r’i&t at the K-meson pole, then _I- ’ 

-3 - . 



it follows from the Adler consistency condition 4 
that ‘I& vanishes for either of 

the limits leading to (la), (lb), (2a), and (2b), i. e. , 

. lim 
P-O 

T Kn 
=() zz lim 

4-O 

P2 - n?,K’ = mZ,, (K-p)’ = II-$ 

T Kn 

- and thus from (Zh) the constant b is also zero. In the actual physical situation in 11-p 

K, decay (I( --I,)’ is not mf< and -- 
3 

but varies from 0 < (I~--p)2 s-QIIi --.--__-__1_ 

what is required is ‘I’ with q- Kx----- 0 and one of the K-mesons not on its mass - -- 

shell. We show below that the deviation from the zero in T rcquircd by Adler ---__I -- 3<7T-------- 

consistency condition can bc cstitnntcd on the basis of cartiii> rcnsonnblc nssump- -d--w____ 

tions and indeed turns out to be quite smail. Thus we cslJcct TKA ‘to be approximately -- 

zero throughout the range of t = (Xc. -p)2 of II 
% 

decay. With the conclusion that 

TKx is approximately zero it follows that the consistent solution of Eqs. (la) - (lb) 

which is compatible with F1 and 3’2 as being approsimately constant in its pionic 
. 

variables is that F3 = 0 at the two limiting points. Moreover, as a consequence of 

(4) 

and F,, F arc each approximately constnnt in the physical region. 5 

We note that when both p and q -0, TIcn may be non-zero and in fact in 

that limit with both I<-mesons on the mass shell is just the matrh clement of the 

G pcommutator bctwecn Ii sta:~;. 

Concerning the deviations of TK,. from the zero required by the Adler con- 

sistency condition wc n?gue as follows: With the assumption as above that Fg is 

constructccl out of a pole term plus a constant WC have that as the limit p - 0, 

q2 = m; , 

-4 - 
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lim Fg = b - imKF17 
-0 \. 

P 
q2 = I-Q2 K 

where Q K is the interpol:lti!lg ficlcl for the off mass shell K-meson. If we assume 

-4: 
a! 

that the commutators , Q KP 1 have no I = 3/2 component in an analogous 

manner to a-like contntutntors having no I = 2 components then the requirement 

that F3 vanish at, the limit p-0, q2 = rnz makes the constant in the above. 

_. 
expression for F 3 vanish. This assumption that the I = 3/2 commutator vanish is 

. ._ ‘. _ _. .-_ . . . _. _ ._ -_. __. -i. . 
suggcstcd on physical grounds by the absence bxTerimentally of I = 3/2 boson 

resonances and thercforc WC take it as a reasonable assumption. In that case we 

have at the other limit q -+ 0, p2 
2 = m 71 only a pole contribution fo,r F3 when given by 

_-_ -..- --- .___-_ .___._- - - 

lim im F 
q *-- 0 F3=- KK ld4x < &p) i b;+ (x), $-(0)] 6(x0) 1 K+> 8 

7[ 
1 

. 2 
p2 71 =m , 

We estimate the size of this term by inscrtin, c a complete sdt of states between 

and Cp K- and considering the contributions from the lowest lying states. Since 

q -0 WC note that only S-wave intermedintc states can contribute to the sum. 

The direct term in the equal time commutator has contr.ibutions from o-like 

states (J P = 0’ and I = 0,2). Since this kind of term variishes when both the 

3 - 
4 

K-mesons are on the mass shell and since this type of intermediate state-carries 

no spin information so that there is factorization between the couplings of the 

o-like states to the two pions and the two ltaons, it should vanish independent of 

whether one K-meson is either on or off its mass shell. Thus the only nonvanishing 

contribution comes from the crossed term in the commutator whose major.contri- 

bution we assume to come from the S-wave K,n intermediate state. To compute 

_ this contribution we require knowin, 0 the S-wave K;n- elastic artiplitucle for, all 

encrgics which is gcncrally unknown. As an estimate we take the threshold 

-5- 
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S-wave values for the Feynman amplitude given by current algebra and pionic PCAC 

as 2rnlirnK@ ’ pass to the infinite momentum frame and cut off the integral at 
. 

some mass A. Since this contribution is only.logarithmically depdndent on the 

cutoff A, we estimate its contribution by taking the cutoff a&ou.nd the K*(888) mass. 

In that case 

I lim 
-0 F3 

q 
p2 =mz 

where. 0 <.t = (K--P)~< (mK br = mnlmKa 
1 

Evaluating the integral we havo that 
__- 

lim 
q --0 

F3 ,< 0.15 

,p2=mf . 

where the upper limit is achieved at the largest value of ,t. From Eq. ‘(lb) this 
. 

last value of F3 ’ ‘5, B 
: leads to a deviation from c = - 1 of amount 5 5%. 

_ __-._ .__- _ _ 
Since the theoretical prediction of the 

%- 

Kn rate with FI = F2 = C F+ yields 
- A 

a result within 35% or 60TG of the measured value, we expect that the accuracy of 

the statements < = - 1 and F+,F- constant should be better than 30%. As for 

the comparison of ( with experiment, there are widely scattered values reported 

‘varying over both positive and negative values. 
gw - 

An experimental clarification of 
\\ this point would be especially valuable in the light of the results presented here. 
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